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1. Personal Information
Personal Information
Name: Andrew W. Argue
Degree: Bachelors of Science Major: Accounting
Nominating Chapter: Lambda Beta Chapter #255
Nominating School: The University Of Tampa

Date Received: May 2010

Contact Information
Home Address: 401 W. Kennedy Blvd # 193
City: Tampa
State: FL
Zip: 33606
Phone: (918) 344-7773
Permanent Email: Andy.Argue@gmail.com

Employer Information
Name: PricewaterhouseCoopers
Address: 4221 West Boy Scout Blvd # 200
City: Tampa
State: FL
Zip: 33606
Phone: (918) 344-7773

2. Letter from UT BAP

3. Firm Commitment

December 7, 2010

Attention: Andrew Argue
Subject: BAP National Alumni Representative

On behalf of PwC congratulations on your interest in serving as the BAP National Alumni Representative. As a
new hire to the firm, we are very excited about supporting you in this endeavour. I wanted to confirm that our
national office has committed to financially support you. Additionally, our local market will support you in regards
to the time commitment to serve in this role. We know you will do a great job and excited about your participation.

Yours sincerely,

Alicia Cabrera
Market Sourcing Leader-Florida Market
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (pwc.com)
4221 W. Boy Scout Boulevard
Tampa, FL 33607
Telephone: +1 813 222 6223
Facsimile: +1 813 375 7429
alicia.cabrera@us.pwc.com

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 4221 West Boy Scout Boulevard, Suite 200, Tampa, FL 33607-5745
T: (813) 229-0221, F:(813) 229-3646, www.pwc.com/us

4. Personal Statement
Vision
My vision for the future alumni of Beta Alpha Psi is to remain connected through regional alumni directors whom
foster an environment of resource sharing, collaboration, and recognition.

Mission
My mission for the Alumni Representative is a four-point plan including: Regional Alumni Directors, a
comprehensive Social Media Policy, Live-Blogging Conferences, and International Chapter Starter Handbooks.
Each component of the plan is designed to promote the strategic plan of the BAP Board of Directors while
involving, retaining, and creating alumni across the globe.

Goals
Below are four goals that I have for Alumni over the next few years. I am committed to the enhancement of Beta
Alpha Psi Chapters around the world and I believe the appendixes to this application put my commitment, into
action. The below goals are overviews of what I would like to see happen in the next two years. I have also
created an appendix for each goal where I have started projects and accumulated over ten pages of
documentation outlining these goals, an entire blog, and over 50 linked documents that span hundreds of pages.
Whether or not I am selected for the position I hope that the future Alumni Representative will carry out these
goals, as they are imperative to the future quality of value that Beta Alpha Psi provides to its community.
1. Regional Alumni Directors
Developing a culture between alumni that is founded on resources and recognition will be a multi-year
project. The first step will be to create regional alumni directors that will be part of a structured program
that will include, social media management, sponsored alumni panels, and regionals meeting alumni
involvement.
As a part of this plan, I have drafted a manual that will be given to the regional alumni representatives. It
will entail their responsibilities, and how to achieve the goals of this alumni outreach program. The
program will target graduating seniors who will be located in the next years regional conference area. For
example, a graduating senior at the University of Miami will be selected (or surrounding University) if the
regional conference will be in Miami for the following year. Then, the Regional Alumni Representative will
be responsible for bringing multiple alumni to the conference to speak about their experiences in a
breakout session and attend the socials generally held on the Friday nights of regional conference.
This Regional Alumni Representative will create and add to the documentation provided in Appendix A in
order to provide a review of their year of experience, as well as recommendations for improvement in the
next year. Each Regional Alumni Representative will report to the National Alumni Representative
assigned to their region and be responsible for selecting and mentoring the next regional alumni
representative.
2. Social Media Policy
Before Beta Alpha Psi begins to brand itself online, any member wishing to post information on behalf of
BAP must understand a comprehensive and effective policy. This policy needs to be based on integrity,
consistency, honesty, and professionalism. In Appendix B, I have created a draft of the policy from a high
level perspective and an operational perspective. Users of social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook,
and Linkedin should have guiding principles to promote their behavior; alongside rules to ensure
governance directives are understood and adhered to. This draft policy includes an overview, guiding

principles, and guidelines for posting, editing, and creating content on behalf of Beta Alpha Psi.
3. Live-Blogging Conferences
A blog is a website that consists of short entries made by a writer/blogger. The entries are arranged in a
reverse chronological order (latest entry first) by time and date.
Usually the entries consist of text, videos, pictures, interviews, commentary, a title and a time/date stamp.
Only the newest entries are displayed on the main blog page while older entries are usually arranged in
archives.
Many blogs nowadays also allow readers to post comments in order to interact with other readers and the
writer of the blog. Perhaps the greatest argument for live blogs, is that it gives the audience the
experience of “being there” with the “live-blogger”. It gives the viewers a sense of presence, the ability to
interact, and a context of the event. The blogger uploads the information almost simultaneously as it is
occurring, it is the closed thing to a live news broadcast. Organizations have seen huge increases in
participation due to all of the buzz they receive from live-blogs. Think of all the world events you want to
be at because you see them on TV or online. Live-blogs allow an organization like Beta Alpha Psi to
create that buzz and provide a high quality viewing experience for its members and professionals.
In Appendix C, I have shared my experience with live-blogging the 2011 Southeast Regional conference
and how I was able to obtain traffic from hundreds of people watching and interacting on my blog!
4. International Chapter Starter Handbooks
When I became the President of Beta Alpha Psi, my Chapter was only six years old. We lacked
significant documentation, direction, and resources. It impaired our ability to focus on what really matter
most, the people. I dedicated my time as President to developing documentation for everything my
Executive Committee and myself performed. From positions, books, to procedural documents, we
emerged at the end of the year with hundred of documents that future Executive Committees can
leverage to achieve success.
Two of the top goals for the Board of Directors are to increase the domestic and international presence of
Beta Alpha Psi. I have a vision that when a new chapter is started domestically or abroad, that they can
now fast forward six years, and leverage all of the documentation a successful chapter has accumulated.
In Appendix D, you can see a “short list” of documentation that will be available to any Chapter
(specifically petitioning Chapters) to ensure they aren’t in their room for three hours trying to create a
PowerPoint; they are in the community, going to events, networking, recruiting, and talking about Beta
Alpha Psi. This comprehensive and continuous manual of documents will give BAP Chapters across the
globe the opportunity to enhance value for the members, grow their chapters, and improve the quality of
the “Beta Alpha Psi Experience”
While each of the above goals seems easy, I have no doubt that the implementation and continuity of these plans
will be difficult to achieve. I want to be flexible and work on any other projects the Board of Directors, and the
Executive Office of Beta Alpha Psi have dictated. I want to see Beta Alpha Psi grow and continue to provide a
quality experience to its members, and Alumni. I want to be the next Alumni Representative.

5. Leadership Experience
Over the last four years I have participated in a number of organizations at the University of Tampa, at
PricewaterhouseCoopers and in the Community. While I cannot cover all of my experiences from all of the
organizations below, I am going to take the next five pages to highlight the experiences I have had that have been
the most beneficial.
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1. Beta Alpha Psi Leadership Positions
President Fall 2009
President Spring 2010
Executive Vice President Spring 2009
Vice President of Marketing Fall 2010
Accomplishments during Executive Committee BAP tenure:
Conference
• KPMG Gold Status
• Establishment of the accounting club as a
• 1st Place Deloitte Best Practices Nationals –
funneling organization into BAP
Chapter Sustainability
• Holding the First Annual Alumni Event
• 2nd Place Deloitte Best Practices Nationals –
Service Learning
• Two-time 1st place “Deloitte Best Practices”
Regional Competition in the topic of Chapter
• Ernst & Young Diversity Award
Sustainability
• “Organization of the Year” at The University of
•
in Nashville, TN and Orlando, FL.
Tampa (highest award possible)
• Two time 1st Place “Deloitte Best Practices”
• “Outstanding Commitment to Diversity” at the
National Competition in the topic of Chapter
University of Tampa
Sustainability
• Growth of the membership from 47 to 88
•
in Brooklyn, NY
• Implementation of Diversity programs
•
Southeast Regional Conference Spring 2009 &
• Policies and Procedures manuals written
2010
• An annual donation from a firm was
•
National Conference August 2009 & 2010
implemented
•
Development and designer of the first UT Beta
• Implementation of a shadowing program
Alpha Psi website at www.UTBAP.com
• Creation of Ten Director Positions
•
Junior Achievement teacher and volunteer
• A debit card, online banking, and controls
•
Relay for life team captain
system was put in place for our money
•
Tutor of Accounting in the ACE Center
• First annual leadership retreat (camping trip with
•
Volunteer Income Tax Assistant (VITA)
personal and professional development
•
Wrote an article for BAP Nationals on the
• activities)
prosperity of our Chapter
• Superior Chapter status is projected to be
• Had an article published by GoingConcern.com
earned
regarding the success of our Chapter
• Gold Chapter Status video was made for the first
• Developed comprehensive brand identification
year
for the beta alpha psi chapter.
• Acquiring funds for members to attend the IMA
The above is a list of some of the major accomplishments in my time as an Executive Committee member for
UT’s Beta Alpha Psi Chapter. While I believe this list to be impressive, I am going to focus on the three things I
believe made the greatest impact on the Chapter. I either was directly involved in all of the following projects,
came up with the idea, or managed the team who was involved.
st

st

a. Deloitte Best Practices (1 Nationals, 1 Nationals)
st

Over the past two year I have been on two Deloitte Best Practices teams that have won 1 Place at Nationals in
the topic of Chapter Sustainability. These two teams have set the foundation for years to come by creating and
implementing a “Ten-Year Sustainability Plan” that has exceeded benchmark goals for two straight years. The
programs developed by these two teams changed the organization and school forever.

b. The Development of “The Beta Brand”
During my time in BAP I realized that the members and the community don’t respond if you tell them what you are
going to do. They don’t even respond if you tell them how you’re going to do it. They only respond when they
find true meaning in the in the organization. They need to know why this is important. In my search to find the
“why” I created “The Beta Brand” which consisted of a new definition, image, and identification for our chapter.
Below are some of the things I did to train our members in the new brand and sell our brand to the community!

New logo for Recruiting

!"!#
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Interest Meeting
Firms spoke and donated handouts

Created the BAP Press
Release!

17 Attendees – Regionals
12 Attendees - Nationals

Created a new logo for the Chapter

Handouts for professionals and in
classroom visits during Recruiting

st

1 Annual Leadership Retreat
Nationals Article – UT Spotlight

Article in Major Accounting News blog.
Instantly recognized around the world and
by firms in Tampa

c. Awards
The Brand appears to have paid off as the year I was President our Chapter won eight awards in from the
University of Tampa and Beta Alpha Psi. This reinforced the “why” that I strove to create with “The Beta Brand”.
rd
It reinforced people’s beliefs about the quality of our organization and I used these wins as leverage and 3 party
validation to entice firms and companies to come to our school and recruit our members.

2. Other Leadership Positions
Leadership Position

Length of Time

Resident Assistant

Fall 2008 & Spring 2009

Head Resident

Summer-2009- Fall 2010 (Supervisor of 12 RA’s and 6 DA’s)

Accounting Tutor

Spring & Fall 2009, Spring 2010

Logistics Chair

Relay for Life - Spring 2010

I want to focus on my favorite and what I believe to be the most developmental position I held outside of BAP.
Being a Head Resident, I noticed three separate items that were essential to the success of my team.
First and foremost is recognition. I have recognized my RA’s and DA’s on an individual and group level for there
accomplishments. I have taken them all out for yogurt for a staff meeting because they had a great week. I also
instituted a performance reward. If they meet a certain performance level I will take one of their duty nights the
next semester. I don’t think I have ever sent them a message with containing “Rock stars, Superstars, or “You all
are Amazing”. Although I shower them with recognition, it does not dilute because I only give the recognition for
specific and explainable actions. My staff knows that whether it is dinner, a duty night, or some ice cream off
campus, a Busch Garden trip or more, I care about their accomplishments.
Second, I have realized that my RA’s and people don’t care how much you know until they know how much you
care. It sounds cliché, however my RA’s know that I truly love my job and I am not irritated or annoyed by doing
work for them. Each time I see my RA’s, talk to them on the phone, or send them a message, I try to make that
interaction as positive as I possibly can. They know that I care about them, and their personal and professional
development.
Lastly, explanation was one of the best tools that I utilized over the years. Although I made tough decisions, I
always articulate my reasoning for my actions. From an everyday task, to the termination of a staff member, my
explanation and communication is a tool that allows me to get the job done in the toughest of situations. For
example, last year I fired a staff member. My staff had to make up the duty and they lost a fellow staff member
and friend. That was certainly not what they wanted. However, I explained to the staff member that we lost and
the remaining RA’s as much as I could without revealing privileged information. This enabled for a smooth
transition where my RA’s were more than willing to support the building by taking on extra duty days and I was
able to maintain a good relationship with the staff member that was terminated.

3. Beta Alpha Psi Activities
As I mentioned above I cannot include total descriptions for my Beta Alpha Psi activities as they are
many, but I wanted to include three more examples of programs I believed made a great impact on
the membership.
Recognition
As I learned in the Head Resident position, recognition is an important part of organizational
morale. If credit is deserved, it must be given to motivate individuals. When I was President, I
developed a unique recognition program. When our members go above and beyond, they are
awarded with a Snuggie. I learned that is it the extra steps I take that motivated people.
The Accounting Experience
Through the development of the BAP Brand and the Accounting Club (which I also founded), Beta
Alpha Psi at the University of Tampa eventually defined the accounting experience at the
University. We displayed “The Accounting Experience” in out Nationals Chapter Sustainability
presentation shown below:

Intramural Sports
While Beta Alpha Psi is a professional organization I knew from my experience that people still
wanted to have fun and be relaxed. Under my Presidency I started our first intramural sports teams
in Volleyball and Softball. They were each a huge success and brought the Chapter closer
together:

Website
Under my time on the Executive Committee I started our Chapter’s first website. The website has
st
grown in functionality and was recently featured in the 1 BAP International Newsletter as well as
on GoingConcer.com. Our website has redefined our organization and its face to the community.

4. Other Notable Activities
Professional
PwC Intern – Summer 2010
Cott Intern – Fall 2010 - Present
PwC Leadership Adventure in Florida
IMA National Leadership Conference in Missouri
KRMT Leadership Day in Florida
Passed ½ of the CPA Exam
Collegiate
Resident Assistant of the Year
SAACURH Conference in Kentucky
FARH Conference in Florida
FRAS Leadership Conference in Florida
Graduated High School in 3 years
Graduated with an Undergraduate Degree in 2 years and 8 months
Of these other notable activities I would like to focus on one that I believe shows characteristics that a successful
alumni representative will need. In September I began my internship at Cott Corporation who is a manufacture
and distributor of private label beverage (cola and juice). I am a Finance/IT intern and I work in the Global
Executive Office.
I received the internship on a recommendation from my Career Coach at PwC, Sean Page. Sean is the Senior
Manager on the Cott Corporation engagement and knew after a recent acquisition, there was a lot of grunt work
to be done. I have not been working there for many months and have built relationships with the entire
accounting department. Although the drive is far from my home and the pay is low, I know that building
relationship with a client of PwC’s will payoff in the long run as I will most likely audit the firm in the coming years!

6. Résumé
Andrew W. Argue
401 W. Kennedy Blvd. Box #193
Tampa, FL 33606
(918) 344-7773
aargue@spartans.ut.edu
Leadership Activities
• President, Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Alpha Psi won Organization of the Year for the entire University of Tampa, KPMG Gold Status, Ernst
& Young Diversity Award, and placed in two sections of the Deloitte Best Practices National competition
• Two-time 1st Place Winner of the Deloitte “Best Practices” National Speech Competition
Speech competition on the topic of “Chapter Sustainability: The Future Success of your Chapter.” Our
presentation consisted of a “Ten Year Sustainability Plan” that the Lambda Beta Chapter developed and
implemented. Our team won the 1st place national title in August 2009 and in August 2010
• PricewaterhouseCoopers Leadership Adventure
Gained critical insights in developing skills to become a leader while participating in a community service
event, workshops, and leadership activities
Education
University of Tampa
Masters of Science in Accounting
§ Expected August 2011
§ Working 40 hours per week

CPA Exam Status
§ REG – 85
§ BEC – 84
§ FARE – 83
§ AUD – 4/25

Work History
• Finance Department, Cott Corporation
August 2010-Present
Finance
Preparation of SEC filings directly related to an acquisition. Implemented new system of internal
control after a material weakness, SAP experience, etc.
• Residence life, The University of Tampa
May 2009-Present
Head Resident (HR)
Supervisor of a freshmen residence hall with four resident assistants and one hundred and thirty
residents. While supervising a freshmen residence hall, I learned to balance the needs of my
clients (parents and students) with the University’s policies and procedures as well as conducting
RA training for 100 RA’s
• PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Jun. 2010-July 2010
Assurance (Audit) Intern
Completed a comprehensive training course in Assurance. Worked on numerous clients in the
financial services, retail restaurant, and professional sports industries, as well as hospital.
Performed test of details, substantive test of transactions and test of controls.
Service Activities
• Volunteer Income Tax Assistant (VITA)
Provided 22.5 hours of free tax services to the elderly and underprivileged families and filed over
twenty tax returns for the tax year
• Junior Achievement
Taught 8th grade students on various financial topics including: budgeting, stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, life insurance, paying for college, interest, loans, credit cards, and decision making
Skills and Certifications
• Proficient in Spanish
• Scheduled to pass all four sections of the CPA exam by May 2011

7. Recommendation

Appendix A
Regional Alumni Representative

I want this page to s
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Vision
Regional Alumni Representatives will develop and maintain a positive and impactful social media brand,
enhance the value of the Beta Alpha Psi experience for alumni, and increase alumni engagement at the
regional and national meetings

Mission
Each year the Regional alumni representative will be responsible for creating a link between the Chapters
in their region, and their Alumni. The alumni will be located in, or near the location of the regional meeting
for the next year. They will be responsible for fostering alumni involvement at the regional meeting for
alumni, maintaining an online presence that engages younger members in BAP, and keeps the alumni
clued in with opportunities to stay involved.

Objectives
Below is a list of specific requirements that each alumni representative will be responsible for achieving
during their tenure. They will also be required to document their experience, what they learned, and their
recommendations for their successor.
•
•
•

•

•

Mentoring the chapters in their region
Developing an impactful brand on social media sites
Promoting Alumni engagement at regional meetings
o Alumni Panel
o Alumni Social
o Alumni meet and great networking mixer (alcohol free)
o Alumni Dinner
Promoting Alumni engagement at National meetings
o Alumni Panel
o Alumni Social
o Alumni meet and great networking mixer (alcohol free)
o Alumni Dinner
o Alumni speaker to the entire meeting attendance
Alumni panels at specific Chapters
o Reach out to the Chapter in your region and offer to mentor them on the process for
reaching out to Alumni and having them come to a panel

Regional Meeting
The Regional Meeting will be a great time for you to achieve a significant amount of your objectives. You
will be given 15 minutes to introduce yourself at the beginning of the meeting, give an overview of your
role in the region, specifically what you can provide to the Chapter, and how they can get in touch with
you.
This will be the time for you to hold the alumni panel, social, meet & greet mixer, and dinner. For these
events you will be required to communicate ahead of time with the local alumni in the area that the
Regional Meeting is occurring and they are invited! We will not be charging these alumni as we are trying
to get them involved, share their experiences, and re-connect with Beta Alpha Psi. The entire day of
alumni involvement takes place on the first day. Below are details for how each of the required activities
will be run.
1. Meet & Greet Mixer
The mixer is intended to bring these alumni closer together before the meeting begins. It will occur one
hour before the students are required to attend the opening session and provide an overview for the day,
and what is expected of them. You need to explain to them that they are here this weekend to share their
experiences, their success, and meet new people. Encourage them to reach out to students, ask for emails, phone numbers, and become a mentor.

2. Alumni Panel
The alumni are invited the to speak to the students at the alumni panel where they share their
experiences, advice, and insight on the direction the BAP members have taken right after the opening
speech and before the keynote speaker. This panel will includes the entire conference and holds
questions at the end. You will be responsible for ensuring that each of the alumni 4-6 has prepared a 5-7
minutes speech about themselves and their background.
3. Alumni Social
The Alumni social can occur alongside the Regional meeting social if you decide. Otherwise, after the
presentation is done, you can merge the social and the dinner into one hit the town!
4. Alumni Dinner
Dinner will be a recap of the day. This will give each of the alumni the opportunity to share their
experience, what went well, what could have been better, and if they connected with the students. This
will also give them a chance to get to know each other better and build a bond of alumni in their city.

National Meeting
This will be the ninth Regional Alumni representative who will be responsible for achieving the same
goals as the regionals meeting but on a larger scale. The National meeting will be virtually the same as
the regional meeting however, the National Alumni representatives will also be responsible for finding an
engaging and impactful alumni to speak to the entire student attendance.

Facilitating Alumni Panels
At the Regional meetings you will be responsible for getting to know as many students as you can. You
should also be promoting the value of an alumni panel. You will be responsible for working with the
National Alumni Representatives on a handout that will give a Chapter all the tools they need to hold an
alumni panel, even contact from their school (Nationals Database).

Inspiring Chapters to Reach Out
It is your job to create a “buzz” around the value of alumni. Bring the alumni to regionals, promoting
alumni panels, and mentoring Chapters in your region can all display the power and value that alumni can
bring to this organization. Your role is a crucial one. In 2012 we will have two regional alumni
representative, one in the southeast region and one in the western region. From there, we will add two
regionals per year for four years until we have the global community of Beta Alpha Psi promoting an
impactful environment between alumni and members.

2012
2012

Appendix B
Social Media Policy
Overview
In today’s world, the brand you maintain online can be traced and will an impact on any organization.
Beta Alpha Psi wants to create an engaging and participatory brand through social media that epitomizes
the excellence and passion of the organization.
The Beta Alpha Psi’s mission is to “provide opportunities for development of technical and professional
skills to complement university education; participation in community service; and interaction among
students, faculty, and professionals.” and social media can help us with this. However, there is a certain
etiquette that must be maintained when participating online, especially if you’re using social networks.
The goal of this document is not to be restrictive, but to provide guidelines on proper social networking
etiquette. Much of this is common sense, but it is important that we have a consistent, documented, and
enforced policy so people know what is expected.

What Is Social Media?
Social media is the tools and content that enable people to connect online, share their interests and
engage in conversations. Examples include blogs, microblogs, wikis, media-sharing sites, social
networks, and bookmarking sites.

Why Participate in Social Media?
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Build an impactful brand
Expand the image of Beta Alpha Psi into new countries
Retain Alumni
Recruit new membership
Extend your network
o Formalize relationships members, alumni, and professionals
o Establish new connections with people you may not have met otherwise
o Partner with other organization to build a brand (AICPA, NASBA, etc.)
Build trust
o Sharing good information and engaging in conversations will help you become more
trusted over time. People do engage with people they trust
Learn new things
o Connect with thought-leaders, perform interviews, share news
Establish and build your professional reputation
o Be the go-to-person for information

Scope
Generally, these guidelines set forth in this Social Media Policy should be applied to any online medium
where information may reflect back on the image of Beta Alpha Psi, its members, alumni, and associated
professionals. This Social Media Policy applies to all forms of social media including, but not limited to:
blogs, Facebook, MySpace, Wikipedia or other wikis, Twitter and LinkedIn. These guidelines also apply to
any comments Beta Alpha Psi may leave on others' social media pages.

Sections 1 - Guiding Principles
These policies mainly apply to individuals who decide they want to participate in social media
conversations on behalf of Beta Alpha Psi. We don’t want to force anyone to participate, but if you do,
please make sure you understand and follow these guidelines. Even if you don’t officially participate,

please be mindful that your behavior at all times reflects on Beta Alpha Psi as a whole. Below are
specific policies designed to promote a positive and engaging culture for Beta Alpha Psi online.
Act with Integrity and Consistency. Always be honest and respectful in both capacities. With the ease
of tracing authors back from their posts and the amount of information online, finding the actual identity of
a poster from a few posts and a screen name is not impossible. This creates an avenue for outside
parties to link your personal writings to those you've done in a professional capacity. Always write as if
everyone knows you. Never write anything you wouldn't say out loud to all parties involved.
Avoid hazardous materials. Do not post or link to any materials that are defamatory, harassing or
indecent.
Don't promote other brands with our brand. Do not promote personal projects or endorse brands,
causes or opinions when posting from a Beta Alpha Psi account. Be sure to respect third party copyrights.
Maintain confidentiality. Do not post any confidential or proprietary information in regards to Beta Alpha
Psi, its members, alumni, or professionals. This also means that the personal information of the
employees and other individuals associated
Don't pad your own stats. Do not create anonymous or pseudonym online profiles to pad link or page
view stats.
Always trackback. When reposting or referencing a post on one of Beta Alpha Psi’s online sites, provide
a link to the original post or story.
Do not pat yourself on the back. Do not post self-laudatory statements regarding your work or the work
of Beta Alpha Psi.
Do not return fire. If a negative post or comment is found online about Beta Alpha Psi or yourself, do not
counter with another negative post. Instead, continue posting positive content to maintain the brand of
Beta Alpha Psi.
Be transparent. Your honesty or dishonesty will be quickly noticed in the social media environment. You
still need to keep confidentiality around proprietary information and content.
Write what you know. Make sure you write and post about your areas of expertise, especially as related
to Beta Alpha Psi. Also post topics related to the core values and mission of Beta Alpha Psi.
Perception is reality. In online social networks, the lines between public and private, personal and
professional are blurred. Just by identifying yourself as associated with Beta Alpha Psi, you are creating
perceptions about who you are and what you stand for. Do us all proud. Be sure that all content
associated with you is consistent with your work and with Beta Alpha Psi values and professional
standards.
It's a conversation. Talk to your readers and followers like you would talk to real people in professional
situations. In other words, avoid overly pedantic or "composed" language. Don't be afraid to bring in your
own personality and say what's on your mind. Consider content that's open-ended and invites response.
Encourage comments. You can also broaden the conversation by citing others who are blogging about
the same topic and allowing your content to be shared or syndicated.
Are you adding value? There are millions of words out there. The best way to get yours read is to write
things that people will value. Social communication from Beta Alpha Psi should help our readers engage,
learn, and grow. It should be thought provoking and build a sense of community.

Create some excitement. As a business and as a corporate citizen, Intel is making important
contributions to the world, to the future of technology, and to public dialogue on a broad range of issues.
Our business activities are increasingly focused on high-value innovation. Let's share with the world the
exciting things we're learning and doing—and open up the channels to learn from others.
Your Responsibility. What you write is ultimately your responsibility. Participation in social computing on
behalf of Beta Alpha Psi is not a right but an opportunity, so please treat it seriously and with respect.

Sections 2 - Guidelines
Content may be posted on any of Beta Alpha Psi pages that has been posted on any other page, and is
consistent with the guiding principles listed above. In addition, users may post content from any of the
below sources.

Any other information that is posted on behalf of BAP or its affiliates must be appropriately reviewed and
approved by Margie Fiorentino, or the National Alumni Representatives
*This Social Media Policy was created and drafted by surveying numerous other organizations that have
a similar vision and mission as Beta Alpha Psi.

Appendix C
Live-Blogging
Another part of maintaining an organizations status on-line is live-blogging. Events from all over the world
are now covered on live-blogs. From the Royal Wedding in the UK, to an IBM conference in Dallas,
organizations are embracing the power of real time broadcasting to the world.
At the 2011 Southeast Regional Conference, I “live-blogged” the entire weekend at TheBAPBlog.com. I
conducted interviews, recorded and posted video, and reviewed the weekend as a whole.
By posting the content on the web I gave the entire organization the opportunity to engage in
conversation and watch their fellow members present. Hundreds of BAP members from around the US
visited my site over the weekend and the days that followed. I was able to sustain significant traffic on the
site even without the sanction and marketing available to the national office. Imagine how many people
we could engage and foster their excitement in BAP.
In the Lambda Beta Chapter, we have seen an increased interest in attending Regional and National
Conferences. The President for next year has made it a priority to send as many people as possible.
BAP needs to blog these events on a National level. I believe the Alumni Representatives in each section
of the country will be responsible for, maintaining social media, live-blogging, and promoting Beta Alpha
Psi while adhering to the suggested social media policy above.

This is the way that BAP can begin expand their presence domestically and abroad, further engage
alumni, and spark the interest of new members and recruits to join Beta Alpha Psi! This will not only have
more people watching online, more people will attend which means further involvement and, more
revenue.

Appendix D
New Chapter Starter Handbook
As Beta Alpha Psi is starting our international presence, and growing our domestic base, I
want to develop a pool of resources that will allow our members to move beyond basic
paperwork and begin connecting with the people. Below are the first fifty documents I have
accumulated.
Note: in the actual version, each picture links to the document stored online. For the PDF version,
links are disabled due to size.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Candidate Offer Letter – You should make
the offer letters engaging and exciting for
potential candidates. Check out the attached
format and try to woo them!

BAP Marketing Slides for TV screen –
Maintain a positive brand around campus by
constant advertising, even when it’s not
recruiting. Use this PowerPoint for ideas.
Interest Meeting Agenda – In order to
maintain a healthy organization, bringing in
new recruits is a must; use this Agenda to
plan out your interest meeting!

Interest Meeting Slides - In order to
maintain a healthy organization, bringing in
new recruits is a must; use this slide deck to
plan out your presentation to the crowd.
Recruiting Brochure – Brand, Brand,
Brand… modify this brochure to fit your
chapter and keep the brand of your Chapter
thriving throughout campus.
Candidate Scholarship – Each semester,
some Chapters give free scholarship to
potential recruits who wouldn’t otherwise be
able to afford it. See one chapter’s
requirements in the attached file!
Reporting Spreadsheets– for tracking a
Chapter looking to earn superior status

Athlete Meeting Excuse Form – Are you
having trouble initiating athletes? Try
excusing them from meeting and having them
fill out this form!

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Employment Meeting Excuse Form – Are you
having trouble initiating full time
employees? Try excusing them from meeting
and having them fill out this form!

Special Programs Meeting Excuse Form Are you having trouble initiating candidate
involved in scholarship, or grant programs?
Try excusing them from meeting and having
them fill out this form!
Best Practices Abstract, 1st Place at
Nationals – Use this Best Practices abstract
as a benchmark for your chapters Best
Practices Teams.

Winning Ernst and Young Award Abstract Use this EY Diversity Award abstract as a
benchmark for your Chapters Diversity
Program and Abstract.

Medal Of Inspiration Application (NonWinner) – This was a medal of inspiration
award submitted by one student who did not
win. To get an idea of what the applications
should look like, reference this form.
Press Release – If your Chapter has a great
turn-out at a service event, the regional
conference, or at any time, use this template
to blast your success to professionals,
members, faculty, and the community!
10 Year Sustainability Plan – The
University of Tampa Chapter won Best
Practices for two years in a row for Chapter
Sustainability. See what they did in their Ten
Year Plan.
Director Position Application – If you have
to many members that want to be involved
but not enough room on the executive
committee, consider creating Director
positions and having them report to EC
members. See the attached application.
Officer Ballots for Elections – Quick and
easy to make, but even easier to click and
print out!

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Request for Donations Letter – If your
Chapter needs money to attend Regional’s,
National, or any other conference, create a
donation request letter like this to send to
friends, family, and the community.
Annual Update Letter – This letter should
go out to professionals and service partners
to alert them who the new EC is for the year,
what their vision is, and how to get more
involved with BAP.
Leadership Conference Itinerary – This
itinerary was used for the IMA conference,
reference it next time you lead your Chapter
at a conference.

Leadership Conference Cost Breakdown –
Going on a Leadership Conference? Need to
justify the cost? Use this template to sort out
your thoughts!

Leadership Sleepover Retreat Sample
Facilitators Guide (Use for Reference) –
This is a reference created by an organization
called ELITE. Great for planning a BAP
retreat.
Leadership Retreat Agenda – Once you
decide to make the big decision to go on an
overnight camping trip, use this agenda to
plan the weekend to maximize engagement
and positivity.
Step into the Circle, Empowering Diversity
and Leadership Activity – This is one of the
most powerful activities a BAP chapter can
do, be sure your group is comfortable with
this type of activity and get the support of
the rest of the EC.
Sample General Meeting Agenda – Here is a
sample of an engaging and informative
Chapter meeting agenda. Try to keep it
unique with recognition and games!

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Sample Exec Meeting Agenda - Here is a
sample of an engaging and informative Exec
Agenda. To stay on track use an agenda like
this!

New Member Application – When recruiting,
you want to focus on the people, not the
paperwork. Use this New member application
and spend the saved time visiting a few more
classrooms.
Sample Recognition Paper – At the end of a
successful, or not so successful year be sure
to hand out some playful recognition
certificates to members!
Sample Cover Letter – Here is a sample
cover letter you can use to teach your
members how to conduct themselves
professionally!

Sample Personal Statement – Many grad
schools require personal statements and it’s
important that your members learn to sell
themselves in person and in writing. To get
an idea of a great personal statement, read
the attached.
Sign-Up Sheet – Tracking hours and meeting
attendance are essential to gaining Gold
Status. Be sure to use this sheet and gain an
accurate picture of your Chapters
performance.
President’s Handbook – For a high level
executive view of how the organization
should run, take a look at the President’s
Handbook that one Chapter created.

35 Reason Why people fail in interviews –
You always want to provide value to your
member. Distribute this near recruiting and
wish your members the best as they go in to
close the deal.

34

35

Big 4 Guide Book, Seattle Chapter – this
Chapter created a guide on how to get into
the Big 4 or a large regional firm. They have
dates, recommendations and more! Check it
out!
Operations Session Abstract for Regional
Conference – If your Chapter isn’t ready for
Best Practices or is just looking to get more
involved, focus your time and attention to an
operation session!

36

Presidential Impeachment – While we all
hope this should never have to happen, at
times, it should be explored as an option.
Here is one Chapters example of their
petition for presidential impeachment.
(names omitted)

37

Executive Committee Investigation Result
for Presidential Impeachment – Once the
impeachment has begun, the rest of the EC
should perform an investigation of the
incidents. Attached is a sample investigation.
(names omitted)

38

Classroom Visit Calendar – Get your
Chapter organized during recruiting. Map out
all the classrooms you want to visit on this
recruiting calendar.

39

Leadership Awards Night Application –
Does your University have Leadership
Awards? Do you have to apply? Here is one
organization’s application that won them
Organization of the Year for their entire
university.

40

Leadership Awards Night Application –
Does your University have Leadership
Awards? Do you have to apply? Here is one
organization’s application that won them
Outstanding Commitment to Diversity for
their entire university.

41

42

Alumni Representative Application - Do you
want to nominate a member of your Chapter
to be an Alumni Representative? Have a look
at this application to get a feel for the
amount of content needed.
Chapter Bylaws – Here is a sample of
Bylaws used by one Chapter. Read through
and see if there is anything that is done
differently that you can use to improve your
Chapter.

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Leave of Absence Form – use this form if
member receive an internship and have to
work during Chapter meetings.

Sample Chapter Meeting Minutes – Here is
a sample of an engaging and informative
Chapter meeting minutes. Try to keep it
unique with recognition and games!
Classroom Visit Agenda – When members
visit classrooms you want to be sure they are
hitting all the applicable points. Edit this
document and make it relevant for your
recruiting schedule so each class gets all of
the information!
Recruiting Handbook – If you’re in charge
of recruiting, proper planning is essential as
time goes by quick. Use this attached
handbook for a high level plan of the first
few weeks of each semester.
Check Request – If you are the treasurer, be
sure you have documentation for all
transactions. Here is a great template for
check requests.

Debit Card Controls – If you are the
treasurer, be sure you have documentation for
all transactions. Here is a great template for
an internal control narrative on how the debit
card should be used.
Revenue Cycle – If you are the treasurer, be
sure you have documentation for all
transactions. Here is a great template for a
control narrative on the revenue cycle.

Policy and Procedure – Each Chapter should
have a comprehensive policy and procedure.
This 50 page document from UNLV is a great
starting point for any chapter looking to
develop formal policies.

